
Power Bank Baseus Star-Lord, 20000mAh 65W + USB - USB-C cabl Ref: 6932172634940
Power Bank Baseus Star-Lord, 20000mAh 65W + USB - USB-C cable (Black)

Powerbank Baseus OS Star-Lord 20000mAh 65W USB cable - USB-C (black).
The Baseus OS Star-Lord powerbank is a powerful 20000mAh device that supports up to 65W of power, so you can quickly charge your
devices and save a lot of time.  A full  powerbank allows approximately one full  charge of an Applebook Pro 14 or one full  charge of a
Nintendo Switch or three charges of a Samsung S23 or an iPhone 14 Pro. 
 
Multitasking in a Powerful Edition 
Baseus  OS  Star-Lord  offers  you  the  freedom  to  charge  as  many  as  four  devices  simultaneously,  eliminating  the  need  to  search  for
additional  outlets.  Now  you  can  charge  your  devices  in  one  place,  increasing  the  efficiency  of  your  daily  use.  Quickly  charge  your
devices, saving you valuable time. 
 
Protecting your devices at a high level 
It's  not  just  power,  but  also advanced safety features that  set  the Baseus OS Star-Lord Powerbank apart.  Forget  about  problems with
overcharging,  excessive  temperature  or  uncontrolled  voltage  spikes.  Your  equipment  remains  fully  protected  thanks  to  built-in
technologies that take care of your safety and comfort. 
 
Small size, great functionality 
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With the clear LED display, you always know how much power is left in your powerbank. You no longer have to risk running out of power
at the most important moments. You can charge your powerbank and enjoy your travels or other situations when you don't have access
to  chargers  with  peace of  mind.  Let  your  devices  always  work  at  top  speed,  no  matter  where  you are  or  what  the  situation  is  with  a
Baseus powerbank! 
 
Additional accessories
You'll  find not only the powerbank, but also a USB-C cable to start using it right away. It also comes with an instruction manual and a
practical case for easy storage and transportation. In addition, the powerbank itself is lightweight, with a compact design and a simple
body, so you don't have to worry about accidentally damaging small parts. 
 
Set contents 
Power bank 
USB-C cable 
Manual 
Case
	Brand 
	Baseus 
	Color
	Black 
	Capacity 
	20000mAh 
	Number of ports 
	4 (USB-A x2, USB-C x 1, micro USB x 1) 
	Supported power 
	65W (USB-A 30W, USB- 65W, micro USB 18W)

Preço:

€ 62.90

Acessórios para telemóveis, Power Banks, 20000 mAh
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